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We aim to deliver maximum performance 
in roll casting and hand-mould casting. 
At COSWIG, we strive to deliver highest 
quality, absolute precision and ongoing 
innovation for our customers. Both in 
terms of products and processes. 

We like to think outside the box. We 
like to keep developing and rethinking 
our approaches. We master even de-
manding challenges with know-how, 
reliability and passion. Whatever your 
plans – as your casting partner we will 
work with you to develop pioneering and                         
cost-eff ective solutions. 

Dipl.-Ing.-Ök.
WILFRIED PFAFFE (CEO)

Betriebswirt (VWA)
THOMAS FÜSSEL MBA (CFO)

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
FOR YOUR SUCCESS
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COSWIG | Future

COSWIG thinks ahead and pushes the boundaries. 
For decades we have kept setting new standards in 
the casting of rolls and special components, thus 
helping our customers to secure a permanent com-
petitive edge. Since 2000, we have driven the devel-
opment of state-of-the-art technologies and produc-
tion methods from our own research department. 

With a fl exible and solution-focused approach, we can 
respond to new challenges of any magnitude. In the   
process, our engineers always keep a close eye on     
practical feasibility and the benefi ts for our customers.

Leading companies in a range of industries trust the      
innovation strength of COSWIG. These include steel-
works and rolling mills, as well as manufacturers of 
wind turbines, printing presses, grinding machines and 

shredders and machine builders in a wide range of 
diff erent areas.

Our motivation: to develop and produce all-embracing 
and profi t-generating solutions for the casting processes 
of tomorrow.

 

Competitive edge through research

[1]

[2]

[3]

[1] The future at a glance: COSWIG helps 
to shape the world of tomorrow with 
innovative solutions.

[2]  Detail work: We do not ship our castings 
until everything is perfect.

[3] From the fi rst casting to series production – 
COSWIG is a reliable partner.

[4] Then as now: COSWIG is one of the most 
high performing foundries in Europe.

[5] A state-of-the-art machine park guarantees 
ultimate manufacturing precision.

[6] Perfection is our benchmark – starting from 
the prototype.
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 Tradition | COSWIG

From our beginnings as a small ironworks to becom-
ing one of the most modern foundries in Europe – 
COSWIG has constantly evolved as a company and 
redefi ned casting in the process. 

Since 1892 traditional skills and craft have been 
fused with state-of-the-art technology at COSWIG. 
The result: pioneering solutions and successful 
customers:

• 2016: Development of hollow rotor shafts made of 
solid solution-strengthened cast iron

• 2012: In-house development and commissioning 
of the automated water quenching system for 
cast rolls

• 2010: Delivery of hollow rotor shafts for Alpha 
Ventus, the fi rst German off shore wind farm  

• 2009: Investment and opening of a new
foundry with state-of-the-art equipment

• 2003: Development of the prototype of a hollow 
rotor shaft for the world’s fi rst 5-MW wind turbine

• 2000: Setting up of an in-house R&D department

• 1914: Development of the world’s fi rst hot blast 
cupola furnace by company founder 
Eduard       Schürmann

• 1895: First smelter for the production of chilled cast 
iron for railway applications and hand-moulded 
grey cast iron for machine building

[4]

[5]

[6]

A tradition of innovation
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MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE 
IN TWO AREAS

COSWIG | CAST ROLLS
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COSWIG | HAND-MOULD CASTING
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COSWIG | Cast rolls

COSWIG | CAST ROLLS

The effi  ciency of any production line can be improved 
with rolls from COSWIG. Here, the key to success is pro-
file rolls and edger rolls as well as rolling rings, which are 
carefully coordinated by our engineers to the production 
processes of our customers. For hydraulic press systems 
COSWIG produces ready-to-install pressure pistons 
and plungers that deliver long-term running reliability 
through perfectly accurate dimensions. 

The unmatched quality of our products is a combina-
tion of our long-standing expertise, the skills of our 
highly-qualifi ed specialists and our constant drive to 
refi ne and improve our production methods.

Optionally we can also off er our rolls with closely con-
toured quenching and tempering. We achieve maximum 
hardness through our automatically controlled water 
quenching system. With this in-house development from 
COSWIG we ensure uniform, well-controlled cooling of 
the roll right down into the smallest angles in the profi le.

High-tech solutions 
for highest demands

[1] [3]

[2][2]

[1] COSWIG matches every roll exactly to the 
specifi c application parameters.

[2] Every step in the project is comprehen-
sively checked and documented in binding 
processes.

[3] COSWIG invests continuously in the 
qualifi cations of its employees and in 
modernising its machine park. 
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Hand-mould casting | COSWIG

COSWIG | HAND-MOULD CAST

COSWIG is the specialist for high-end and innovative 
casting solutions. Whether wind energy companies, 
milling and grinding plants or machine builders: with 
well-grounded engineering solutions and expert industry 
knowledge, we can help you to shorten development 
processes, reduce costs and improve your products.

In order to achieve the best-possible results, we will 
be by your side throughout the entire process as an 
engineering partner – from preparation of the original 
draft design through simulations and fi rst casting to fi nal 
delivery of the ready-to-install components.

Here, our customers can trust the capability and                
effi  ciency of COSWIG at every step along the project. 
With many years of casting experience, a state-of-the-
art machine park and highly-trained skilled workers, 
we guarantee highest quality for every component. 
For maximum reliability. Around the clock.

Engineering & production – 
cast from the same mould

[5][5]

[4] Getting to the heart of it: Our capable 
and effi  cient machining centres guarantee 
ultimate precision.

[5] Tailored solutions: For machine builders 
in a wide range of diff erent industries.

[4]



[1] Perfect surface fi nishing – with our automated water quenching system.
[2] COSWIG checks the quality of every roll with a trained eye and state-of- 
 the-art laser measuring technology.

Maximum accuracy in production is the basis on which 
we ensure that our rolls and specialist components  
operate absolutely perfectly. This is why COSWIG invests 
continuously in employee qualifi cations, the develop-
ment of new technologies and modernisation of the 
machine park. 

With high-performance CNC machining centres and pre-
cision lathes from Herkules we have set the benchmark 
in terms of the accuracy and machining quality of our 
cast products. As a result, we can off er our                customers 
a guarantee that the predicted performance potential 
will indeed be achieved in reality. Our certifi ed quality 

management system guarantees consistently high 
standards for every casting – from the fi rst prototype 
through extensive series production and on to profes-
sional recalibration.

Our skilled workers monitor over 1,000 diff erent                 
parameters with a trained eye and assistance from 
state-of-the-art laser measuring systems. Only when 
every detail is perfect do we allow our rolls and ma-
chine components to leave the plant on their way to            
destinations all around the world, where they deliver 
reliable performance for the clients who ordered them.

Perfect form. Total success.

[1]
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM 
PRECISION
Top performance even under high pressure – 
guaranteed by COSWIG with precisely man-
ufactured rolls and machine components. 
Surfaces that are machined to the finest 
level of accuracy ensure that everything runs 
smoothly. Around the clock. This ensures 
that every product becomes a hit.
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MAXIMUM PRECISION | COSWIG

Rolls for every
application profi le

Whether for heavy, medium or light profi le 
rolling mills – COSWIG matches every roll 
exactly to the specifi c application parame-
ters. Our engineers determine the optimum 
material selection for your requirements 
on the basis of load calculations. As a re-
sult, our solutions off er ideal resistance to 
wear, absolute dimensional accuracy and 
unbeatable value for money.

Closely contoured quenched and 
tempered profi le rolls for maxi-
mum performance and durability.

[2]



[1] Nothing is impossible. Our engineers will fi nd an effi  cient   
 solution for every challenge.
[2] The use of digital technology guarantees high design quality   
 and shorter development times.
[3] COSWIG supports the rapid developments in the wind energy  
 sector with high-performance components.

Our engineers will accompany at every project step 
along the way to ensure that your idea is a success 
right from the word go. COSWIG is your reliable partner 
throughout the entire value creation chain – helping to 
maximise performance from construction of the fi rst 
prototype through the fi rst casting and right up to series 
production.

We guarantee a design and construction that are            
appropriate for casting and a custom-fi t selection of 

materials for applications where the highest demands 
are made in terms of reliability – among others wind 
turbines, industrial mills and specialist machines.

With our own research department and close coopera-
tion projects with universities and research institutions, 
COSWIG is always a step ahead.

An innovative partner. 
In every aspect.

[1]
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM 
ENGINEERING
You will need a strong team if you want to leave 
your competitors behind you. COSWIG works to-
gether with renowned machine builders to de-
velop innovative solutions for new and innovative 
components. With our combination of engineer-
ing competence and casting expertise, we can 
help you successfully negotiate the process from 
start to finish.
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
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[1]
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MAXIMUM ENGINEERING | COSWIG

Hollow rotor shafts from COSWIG 
can transmit even extreme forces 
with ease.

Tail wind for wind energy

For over 15 years COSWIG has been            
developing and manufacturing advanced 
machine components such as hollow          
rotor shafts and bearing housings as an 
innovation partner of leading internation-
al wind turbine manufacturers. We have 
always managed to overcome the growing 
challenges of the industry, e.g. by deliver-
ing the hollow rotor shafts for the 5-MW 
systems in Alpha Ventus, the fi rst German 
off shore wind farm. COSWIG recently set 
new standards with the delivery of drive 
train components for several prototypes 
in the 6-MW class.

[2] [3]



Tough and reliable 
castings

Europe’s leading mill manufacturers trust 
the engineering expertise and industry 
knowledge of COSWIG. For grinding systems, 
COSWIG develops and manufactures many 
diff erent components that capably stand up 
to extreme mechanical loads: roll bodies, 
bearing blocks, fi xed bearing housings, le-
vers, forks, roll shells, grinding plates, bear-
ing covers, pressure bars, retaining frames 
and grinding tables. 

Roll shells from COSWIG
impress with a particularly 
long service life.
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM 
RELIABILITY
Special strength is needed in applica-
tions where extreme forces act. With the 
aid of high-quality alloys and innovative 
materials and compounds, the products 
from COSWIG are up to the challenge of 
dealing with even the toughest loads. 
We guarantee the best quality and per-
formance – with a comprehensive, one-
stop solution.
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MAXIMUM RELIABILITY | COSWIG

[1] Everything under control. Every processing step is  
 meticulously monitored.
[2] In the annealing shop the rolls are given precisely  
 the right amount of hardness.
[3] Roll shells from COSWIG guarantee maximum  
 productivity for industrial mills.

For our customers we work hard to increase service 
life, extend durability and maximise productivity. To 
do this, the engineers at COSWIG have developed in-
novative and high-strength materials that – in some 
cases – far exceed the requirements set out in the DIN 
standards. Our engineers recommend the optimum 
material selection for your requirements on the basis 
of load calculations. In this way, we are able to secure 
a long-term competitive advantage for our partners.

Our research work currently focuses on concepts         
designed to further improve service life and resistance 
to wear. Examples include innovative metal alloys and 
ceramic/metal compounds that redefi ne the limits of 
load-bearing capacity and durability.

Valuable materials. 
The perfect blend.

[1]

[2]

[3]
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
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Special solutions for 
machine building

Perfect grip. Machine 
beds from COSWIG deliver
long-term stability.

In the fi eld of machine building, COSWIG 
can look back on know-how that has 
grown over time. For more than 40 years 
we have been assisting leading manu-
facturers of printing presses through the 
design and construction of innovative 
castings. With our experience, we are 
able to meet the needs of machine build-
ers from diff erent sectors – from general                                                                         
machine construction to machine tools and                                                                    
printing press construction.
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM 
FLEXIBILITY
Ultimately, long-term success is only 
open to companies who never shy away 
from new challenges. COSWIG manufac-
tures customised machine components, 
special constructions and rolls based 
on the individual requirements of our         
customers. Our experienced engineers 
will also be happy to develop tailor-made            
solutions for your specific requirements.
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MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY | COSWIG

[1] High-quality series production. For the most demanding  
 manufacturers of printing presses in the world.
[2] Our production capacity of 40,000 tonnes per year guar- 
 antees the highest fl exibility and absolute delivery relibility.
[3] Real craftsmanship. Casting moulds made to measure,  
 available in any size.

For over 120 years we have been developing and      
manufacturing high-end castings for diff erent industries 
and applications. Our engineers and skilled workers 
know all about a wide range of diff erent sectors and 
industries. Our concentrated inter-disciplinary know-
how unlocks synergies that accelerate solution-fi nding 
processes and improve the quality of results.

With a production capacity of 40,000 tonnes per year, 
unit weights of up to 55 tonnes of raw mixture and over 

260 qualifi ed engineers and skilled workers, COSWIG 
is perfectly equipped for highly complex tasks. As one 
of the leading foundries in Europe, we can respond to 
new challenges in any industry with fl exibility and a 
focus on solutions. 

In addition, COSWIG will also take care of all of your 
logistics needs. All around the world. With our repre-
sentatives on almost all continents we can guarantee 
smooth processes and highest delivery reliability.

Reach your goals safely. 
And on the fastest possible route.

[1]

[2]

[3]
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COSWIG | MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
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COSWIG | Facts and fi gures

COSWIG in facts and fi gures

Further 
information about 
the company

40.000 t
41.000 m2

260
CAST-
INGS
PER YEAR

PRODUCTION
AREA

E
M

P
LO

Y
E

E
S

ABOUT

CERTIFIED

INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT-
SYSTEM2014

SINCE
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International | COSWIG

Always nearby – 
wherever you are 
in the world
You can rely on COSWIG – everywhere and at 
any time. And almost on every continent. Even 
after delivery of our castings we will continue 
to assist you with a comprehensive service 
off ering and skilled and competent advice.

CENTRAL
EUROPE
BELGIUM 
GERMANY 
FRANCE
UNITED KINGDOM
IRELAND
LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
AUSTRIA 
SWITZERLAND

SOUTHERN
EUROPE
ITALY
SLOVENIA
SPAIN

NORTHERN 
EUROPE
DENMARK 
FINLAND 
NORWAY
SWEDEN

EASTERN
EUROPE
POLAND
RUSSIA
SLOVAKIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
TURKEY
HUNGARY
BELARUS

ASIA
BAHRAIN
CHINA
INDIA
PAKISTAN 
RUSSIA
TAIWAN
THAILAND
TURKEY
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

USA
COLORADO
FLORIDA
INDIANA 
VIRGINIA

MEXICO

NORTH 
AMERICA

SOUTH 
AMERICA
BRAZIL

AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA

Modern production facilities at 
the traditional site of Coswig near 
Dresden.

Your contact persons:

Contact details
Cast rolls

Contact details
Hand-mould casting

Contact details
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MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE for better solutions.

WGC@WALZE-COSWIG.DE
WWW.WALZE-COSWIG.COM

+49 3523 / 950

As a subsidiary of the DIHAG Group, COSWIG 
is part of a high performing group of com-
panies: Hubs for wind turbines, 45-t rolls 
or the world’s biggest ship propeller – the 
cast products from DIHAG HOLDING GmbH 
can be found all over the world in applica-
tions that demand technological excellence 
and pioneering innovation. The group is in 
a leading position both in the shipbuilding 
industry and in the iron and steel industry.

As one of the largest independent foundry 
groups in Europe, the subsidiary compa-
nies of the DIHAG Group produce around 
170,000 tonnes of high-end cast products 

every year. The range of products covers 
cast products ranging in weight from less 
than 1 kg up to 160 tonnes, as one-off  pieces 
or in small, medium or large-scale produc-
tion runs. In the process, the companies use 
a wide range of diff erent casting materials 
such as grey cast iron, spheroidal graphite 
cast iron and cast steel as well as copper 
alloys. Together, the group can take full 
advantage of the available synergies in in-
vestment planning, materials procurement 
and market cultivation. As a result, custom-
ers of the DIHAG Group have access to a 
wide-ranging and comprehensive overall 
off erin.

STRONGER TOGETHER  
a company in the DIHAG Group


